
Launchy the Robot

1. Choose a name for your robot that is better than “Launchy”. Each person will 

build a robot and name it.

2. Cut paper into strips that are 1.5 inches wide and two inches long. Roll the paper 

onto itself so that you form tubes that are 1.5 inches tall (see diagram, label A).

3. Those tubes are your rocket boosters. They can deliver enough force to launch 

500 pounds.

4. Take 3 index cards, these are the materials to build your robot. You can make 

your robot flat (like a piece of paper) or you can make it have a width (like the 

tubes), whatever you want – it is your robot.

5. But… the surface area of the front of your robot (as if it was looking at you) is 

equivalent to the weight of the robot according to the following rules:

a. For every square inch of surface area, the robot weighs 6 pounds (see 

cheat sheet for help, unless you’re not a cheater then start building!)

b. Don’t make your robot too big or the rockets can’t get it off Earth

6. Build your robot using only index cards, tape, and color it with markers or 

pencils. Make it’s face, sensors, and anything else you think it needs. 

7. Tape the boosters to the back of your robot (see diagram)

8. Take the robot home. Find some string and run it around something high. Put 

one side of the string through one rocket booster, the other through the other 

side. Pull the open ends of the string below the boosters and watch your robot 

launch (see diagram). 
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A. Rocket boosters

B. String through each booster
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Door knob or something higher

Pull strings to launch upward
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Surface area
is how much space something takes up in 2 

dimensions :)

So, surface area is just a x b, so let’s say “a” is 8 

inches and “b” is 2 inches then surface area is 16 

square inches If every square inch is equivalent to 

6 pounds then how much would this box weigh? 

Right, 16 x 6 or 96 pounds.
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B


